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ABSTRACT
The primitive equations of motion in spherical coordinates are integrated with respect to time on global grids
with mean horizontal resolutions of ,500 and 250 km. There arenine levels in the models from 80 m to 28 km above the
ground. The models have realistic continents with smoothed topography and an ocean surface with February water
temperaturesprescribed. The insolation is for a NorthernHemispherewinter.
In addit,ion t o wind, temperature,
pressure, and water vapor, the models simulate precipitation, evaporation, soil moisture, snow depth, and runoff.
The models were run long enough beyond a state of quasi-equilibrium for meaningful statistics to be obtained. Time
means of meteorological and hydrological quantities computed by the
models comparefavorablywithobserved
climatic means. For example, the thermal structure of the model atmosphere is very similar to that of the actual
atmosphereexcept in t.he NorthernHemisphere stratosphere; and the simulated distributions
of the major arid
regions over continent,sand the distributionsof the rain belts, both in the Tropics andin middle latitudes, aresuccessfully simulated by the models described in this paper. The
increase in the horizontal computational resolution
improved the distributions of mean surface pressure and precipitation rate in particular.
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The first objective of general circulation modeling
experiments is the simulation of climate on a continental,
hemispheric, or global scale. Once this initial goal has been
achieved to a reasonable degree of faithfulness to reality,
the more interesting and enlighteninggoal can be pursued,
which is the use of these models for studying the physical
mechanisms that createandmaintainclimate.
This is
accomplished by controlled experimentsin which some
of the defining parameters of the model are changed while
others are kept constant. I n this way, meteorology may
become an empirical science in a manner similar to the
field of experimental chemistry where different substances
are mixed in a laboratory to learn about various chemical
reactions. Modifications can be made to the model that
could never even be considered as remotely feasible in
nature [e.g., the removal of mountain ranges (Mintz 1968
and Kasahara andWashington 1969) or the elimination of
ocean currents (Manabe and Bryan 1969)l. Furthermore,
proposed methods for climate modification can be tested
in atmospheric models without the tremendous expense
and risk involved in testing them in the real atmosphere.
Some ideas can be disposed of as useless even without the
cost of research into methods for making their application inexpensive enough to be feasible. Finally, theories
involving inadvertent modification of weather by human
335
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activity can be tested in general circulation models with
greater certainty than by means of statistical studies of
atmospheric dataspanningthe
period overwhich the
amount of the
particular
human
activity
changed
significantly.
Following the pioneering simulations of basic features
of the general circulation of the atmosphere by Phillips
(1956) and Smagorinsky (1963), variousattemptshave
been made to simulate the global distribution of climate.
One importantcontributiontowardthisobjective
was
1968) who conmadebyMintzandArakawa(Mintz
structeda general circulation model of theatmosphere
withrealistictopographyand
sea-surface temperatures
as lower boundary conditions and successfully simulated
the essential features of the global distribution of surface
pressure. Their model,
however,
does
not include a
hydrologic cycle that stronglycontrolstheatmospheric
circulation. On the other hand, Leith(1965) and Washington and Kasahara (1970) incorporated into their models
the effects of condensation, but these models do not take
into consideration one of themostimportantclimatic
processes (viz, the water balance of the earth’s surface).
Previoustothisstudy,attemptshave
beenmade to
incorporate moistprocesses into general circulation models
of theatmosphere at the Geophysical FluidDynamics
Laboratory (GFDL) of NOAA. For example, Manabe et
al. (1965) constructed a hemispheric model in which the
effects of both evaporation and precipitation were taken
into consideration. By using this model, they were successful in simulating some of the features of the hydrologic
cycle such as the tropical rain belt, the subtropical dry
of middle latitudes (see also Manabe
belt, and the rain belt
and Smagorinsky 1967). Their model was, however, highly
simplified, having neitherland-sea contrast nor mountains.
Instead, it had a flat moistsurface with no heat capacity,
which can be perhaps visualized as a very shallow swamp.
(1969) incorFollowing this preliminary study, Manabe
porated a computationscheme of ground hydrology into a
general circulation model with idealized continentsand
oceanic areas in a limited domain. His success in simulatr
ing some of the fundamental features of the hydrologic
cycle, despite the extreme idealization of the geography
and of the computation scheme of hydrology, encouraged
us to attempt this present study of the numerical simulation of the hydrologic cycle on a global scale.
For making a global atmospheric model, it is necessary
to design a grid system thatcovers the whole globe. Such a
grid system was proposed by Kurihara (1965). Using this
system, Kurihara and Holloway (1967) successfully performedanumericaltimeintegration
of a global model
without moist processes and laid the foundation for the
present study.
The models described in this paper, therefore, represent
the most advanced stagein a series of atmospheric models
developed at GFDL during the last 14 yr. The evolution
of these models can be traced by referring to some previous papers by the GFDL staff. For the benefit of the
reader whodoes not wish to make such an
extensive litera1

Bmagorinsky 1963,Manabe and Strickler 1964, Smagorinsky et 81. 1965, Manabe et

1985, Manabe and Wetherald 1967, Kurihara and Holloway 1967, Mansbe 1969

d.

ture search, we arepresentinginthenext
section a
moderately detailed description of the current models.
I n the remainder of this paper, we shall describe the
results obtained from time integrations
of these models
with respect to simulating the global distributions of climate andhydrologic elements. Since it is not reasonable to
cover all aspects of our results in one paper, special
emphasis is placed here on thediscussion of the balance of
heatandwaterintheearth-atmospheresystem
of the
model. The general circulation and energetics of disturbances in themodel Tropics have already been
discussed by
Manabe etal. (1970b). A detailed discussion of the model’s
flow field and the effects of mountains (Manabe andHolloway 1971) will be published. A synopsis of some of the
hydrologic results, as they pertain toclimate modification,
has been presented inManabeand
Holloway (19704.
Some of these results, applying to the future development
of hydrologic models, were presented in Manabeand
Holloway (1970b).
2. DESCRIPTION OF THEMODEL
A. EQUATIONS

OF MOTION

I n deriving the equations of motion, we adopted t,he
which the pressure,
so-called “a coordinate”systemin
normalized by surface pressure, is chosen as the vertical
ascoordinate(Phillips 1957). Makingthehydrostatic
on a
sumption, we may write the momentum equations
spherical surface as

and

a
g

( P * V > =-D3(V)

-( .f+,- tan 0 u)p*u

where u and v are the eastward and northward components
of the wind, respectively; p*, surface pressure; u, pressure
normalized by surface pressure; T , temperature; 4, geopotential height; e, latitude; X, longitude; a, radius of the
earth; f , the Coriolis parameter; R, the gas constant for
air; and and HF .F are the frictional forces due to subgrid
scale mixing in the horizontal and vertical directions, respectively (see section 2E for details of these frictional
terms). The three-dimensional divergence operator D3( )
is defined by

a

\&ere denotes the individualchange of normalized pressure u, and
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The continuity equation may be written as

Integration of eq (5) with respect to u yields the following
prognostic equation for surface pressure:

The vertical u and p velocities can be obtained from the
diagnostic relations

and
FIGURE1.-Diagram of one octant of the low resolution (N24)
computational grid. Map projection is not conformal.

The vertical p velocity, o,is necessary for computing the
adiabatic heating (or cooling) t.erm in the thermodynamic heat, and water vapor cornputted a t each box. The resultequation. It was found that the use of the finite-difference ing computed tendencies are extrapolated in time
by the
representation of eq (8) caused serious computational so-called “leapfrog”method. For furtherdetailsonthe
difficulties.Therefore, the form of eq (8) is somewhat method of timeintegration of the model equat,ions, see
modified for the actual computation (see appendix A for appendix A fora discussion of se.vera.1 finite-difference
furt’her detailsof this modificetion).
problems that had to be solred t,o integrate the model
The geopotential height canbe obtained by integrating experiment successfully.
the following hydrostatic equation with respect to a :
The model has nine unevenlyspaced
levels inthe
vert,ical from the lowest at about an 80-m height up to a
9”-RT
top level a t approximately 28 km abore the ground. As
aapointed out in the previous subsection, the u coordinate
system
is used to facilihte theincorpora,tion of mountains
(note that the equation of state for a perfect gas is used
into
the
model. In this u system, the levels are surfaces
forderiving thisequation).The prognosticequation of
of
const,ant
ratio of pressure t,osurface pressure. A tabulatemperature (i.e., thethermodynamicequation)
is detion
of
the,
u levels andtheirapproximat>e
eleva,t,ions
scribed in subsection 2C.
abore the surface points at, sea level is shown in table 1
in which data are included for half levels interspersed
B. FINITE-DIFFERENCE GRID SYSTEM
between the nine integer levels of the model. The vertical
The model equationsareintegratedwithrespect
to u velocity is defined at these half levels. The derivation of
time by a finite-difference scheme based on the so-called the smoothed topographyused in these model experiments
“box” method.The
grid system used for the model is described in appendix C.
is identical tothat
used byKuriharaand
Holloway
(1967) withthe exception thatthe two,circular polar TABLE1.-The c ZeveZs andtheir approximate elevations abovethe
surface points at sea level
pointshave been eliminated byannexationtothe
surroundingfour
boxeswhichbecomepie-shaped
in the
Level
-=PIP.
Hright (rn)
of
process. Thereare 2,304 gridpointsat,thecent,ers
2,304 boxes covering the globe. One octant of the grid is
0.5
0.OOOOODOO
m
shown in figure 1. The rectanglessurrounding t,he grid
.01594441
1.0
n,900
21,370
1.5
.M334139
points represent plan views of rectangular parallelepipeds
18,330
.OiOOOOOO
2.0
(or simply boxes) centeredon the gridpoints.
Notice
15.290
.I1305591
2.5
3.0
.16500000
12,rmo
that the boxes a t one latitude are st,aggered with respect
.24081005
IO,500
3.8
to those a t adjacent latitudes. There are 24 grid p0int.s
4.0
.31500000
8680
6860
45
.41ZQ4675
between the Poles and the Equator and 96 points around
5.0
.50000000
5430
theEquator.Thenorth-south
griddisttanceis 417 km
4010
5.5
.606i?i26
60
.68500000
3060
everywhere; and in the east-westdirect,ion, the spacing
c5
.7733iO55
2110
varies from 417 k m at the Equator to 650 km near the
7.0
8
.3500000
1490
860
7.5
.ww54066
Poles.
ao
9
.4
m
520
I n the box method, the nonlinearcomponents of the
170
a5
.98olaXx)
80
9.0
tendencies of pressure, wind, temperature, and humidity
0
9.5
1.00000000
are functions of the flux divergence of mass, momentum,
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in the troposphere for the months of December, January,
and February, which are determined by a method based
(1954) andby
uponstudiesbyTelegadasandLondon
Murgatroyd (1960). The mixing ratio of the upper troposphere is assumed to be smoothly connected to the stratospheric value of a mixing ratio of 3 X
g water vaporlg
air, as suggested by Mastenbrook (1965). The distribution
of ozoneis
determinedfrom
ozone measurementsby
(1965). Theirtotalamountsare
HeringandBorden
where c, is the specific heat of air under constant pressure normalized in such a way that they coincide with the disand ,,Fr representsthecontribution
of thehorizontal
tributions compiled by London (1962) who used extensive
subgrid scale mixing discussed insubsection 2E. The measurements of total ozone by means of a Dobson specfirst term on the right-hand side of eq (10) computes the trometer. For the computation of the radiative transfer,
warming or cooling resulting from the large scale three- the distributions of both water vapor and ozone arespecidimensional flux divergence of heat.The second term fied to be functionsof latitude and height but not
of longigives theadiabatictemperaturechange
produced by tude. On the other hand, the
mixing ratio of carbon dioxide
large-scale verticalmotion. The third and fourth terms
is assumed to have a constant value of 0.0456 percent by
representtheheating
(or cooling) bycondensation or weight everywhere. Clouds are classified into three cateconvective processes and by radiation, respectively.
gories (viz, high, middle,
and
low clouds, including
The scheme for computing the convective temperature cumuliform). The distribution of these clouds in January
changes consists of a so-called “moist convective” adjust- is determined by use of the table of cloud amount comment and a “dryconvective” adjustment. Since the former piled by London (1957).
is described in the following subsection, we shall describe
Thedistribution of albedoover oceanic surfaces and
only the latter here. The dry convective adjustment is for the snow-free surfaces of the continents is specified
performed if the 1a.pse rate given by the other terms in by referring to the distributions of albedocompiled by
the thermodynamic equation is super dry-adiabatic. The
Posey and Clapp (1964). The albedos of the grid points
lapse rate is adjusted to the dry-adiabatic lapse rate
so where snow cover is computed
are determined by a method
as to simulate the
effects of strong mixing by dry con- based on astudy by Kung etal. (1964). According to their
vection inthe
free atmosphere.
This
adjustment
is results,the surface albedoisafunction
of snow depth
performed in’ the model in such a way that the sum of because exposed patchesnotcoveredbysnow
decrease
potential and internal energies are conserved.
inboth size andnumber as the snow depth increases.
The schemeforcomputing the radiative heating and
Figure 3 of their paper shows that the difference between
cooling is identicalto that described byManabeand
the albedo of bare soil and that of a snow-covered surface
Strickler (1964) andManabeandWetherald
(1967). It is approximately proportional to the square root
of the
was incorporated,for example, in the GFDL stereographic snow depth if the snow depth is less than 10 cm. When the
models described in Smagorinskyet al. (1965) and Manabe snow depth exceeds 10 cm, the value of the surface albedo
e t al. (1965). Thecomputation scheme consists of two becomes almostindependent of snow depth. Based on
parts (viz, a part forlongwave radiationand one for theirresults,the
following formulas were derived for
solar radiation). The principles of computing the flux of computing the albedo of snowcovered surfaces:
longwaveradiationarenotverydifferentfromthose
A=Ab+(S,)1’2 (AS-Ab),if S,<l cm,
(11)
adopted for constructing a so-called “radiation” diagram
and
such as the one
proposed by Yamamoto (1952). (Stone
A=A,,
if S,2 1 cm,
(12)
and Manabe 1968 compared theflux of longwave radiation
obtained by this method with those obtained by various
where Ab and A, are the albedos of bare soil and of deep
methods proposed by other authors.)
snow, respectively, and A is the albedo of theearth’s
The insolation a t the top of the atmosphere is for a surface covered by snow of water equivalent S,, assumed
Northern Hemisphere winter and did not
change during here to be one-tenth of the snow depth.Forour
comthe entire time integration of the model. For simplicity, putations, A, is assumed to be 0.60. Poleward of latitude
the diurnal variation of solar radiation is eliminated by 75O, however, the albedo over landand pack ice is assumed
use of the effect.ive mean zenith angle for each latitude. to be 0.75 everywhere, as suggested by the resultsof Kung
The gaseous absorbers, taken into
consideration for the
et al. (1964).
computation of both solar and terrestrial radiation, are
D. MOIST PROCESSES
water vapor, carbon dioxide, and ozone. I n addition, the
effects of clouds are incorporated into the scheme. As in
The tendencyequation
used forpredictingmixing
previous G F D L models, the distribution of mixing ratis ratios in themodel is
computed by the prognostic equation of water vapor is
not used for the computation of radiativetransfer.Instead, we used the climatic distributions of water vapor
The model’s temperature tendency equation based on
the thermodynamic equation is

-

,.
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The first term in eq (13) gives the contribution to the
mixing ratio change, resulting from the three-dimensional
flux divergence of water vapor. The second term stands
for the effects of moist convective adjustment and condensation. The third and fourth terms represent the contributions of thehorizontal and verticalsubgrid scale
mixing, respectively. These last two terms are discussed
further in subsection 2E. If in the numerical evaluation of
this equation truncation error
causes a negative mixing
ratio at any layer,this erroneous value is set, to zero.
Whenever possible, moistureis borrowed from adjacent
layersinthe column to make up this deficit of water
vapor in such a way as to satisfy the water balance over
the entire domain.
One of themost
serious difficulties in designing a
numericalmodel
of the generalcirculation
is inthe
parameterization of moistconvection.Since
we know
very little about the interaction of small-scale convection
withthe
large-scale fields of motion, we adoptedan
extremelysimplesystemforsimulatingthe
effect of
moist convection onthe macroscopic behavior of the
atmosphere.Despite its simplicity,thissystemqualitatively possesses a t least some of the essential characteristics
of moist convection in the actual atmosphere. The basic
assumptions adopted for this system of moist convection
are :
1. If air is saturated and the lapse rate is super moist-adiabatic,
free convection is strong enough to make the equivalent potential
temperatureuniformand
therelativehumiditysaturated
in the
convective layer.
2. The sum of potential, internal, and latent energy is conserved
during the convective adjustment.

3 39

moist convective scheme may be found in Manebe et al.
(1965).

If the tentative lapse rate is not super moist-adiabatic,
condensation will still be forecast to occur in the model
atmosphere whenever and wherever the tentative mixing
ratio exceeds the saturation value. At each supersaturated
level, incrementalchanges of temperatureand
mixing
ratio are determined from the simultaneous solution of a
pair of equations by an it'erative method. For simplicity
in the computationscheme, all condensation resulting from
this procedure is assumed to fall out of the atmosphere
immediately,and
no condensation goes into clouds or
evaporates while falling through drier lower layers. Differentiation between rain or snow depends upon the temperature at a height of about 350 m. This height is selected
subjectivelyby reference to a surveyarticle byPenn
(1957). If thetemperature
a t this level is freezing or
below, snow is forecast; otherwise, rain is predicted.
E. SUBGRID SCALEVERTICAL AND HORIZONTAL MIXING

The formulation of the vertical mixing of momentum
used in this work is identica,l to that described by Smagorinsky et al. (1965). The frictional force produced by this
vertical mixing of momentum is computed by

where p and g are the den4t.y of air m d the acceleration
of gravity, respectively. The components of thevector
,F are .FA and ,Fe ~tppearing ineq (1) and (2). The stress
on a horizontal surface . T is computed by

Thenet effect of thismoistconvection
scheme in the
model is to neutralize the lapse rate, release the heat, of
condensation,andtransferheatfromthe
lower t'o t'he
upper layers.
More specifically, the tendency equations for temperatureand mixing ratioare firstevaluatedwithoutthe
convective adjustment terms, and theresulting t'endencies
areextrapolatedintime
to obtaintentative values of
temperature and mixing ratio
at the nexttime step. If where the coefficient of vert,ical diffusion, K , , is based on
the combination of these tenqxratures and mixing ratios the mixing length hypot.hesis, namely,
a t two or moreadjacent levels defines asuper moistadiabatic lapse rate inthe
presence of saturatedor
supersaturated air, free convection of sufficient intensity
is assumed to take place to produce a uniform equivalent
potentialtemperatureand
a saturated humidity in the
layers associated with these
levels in the model. Excess The mixing length b is a,ssumed t'o increase linearly with
moisture is condensed, and the integral of this condensa- respect to height up to 75 m and then to decrease linearly
with height, to 2.5 km where it becomes zero. Therefore,
tion over the entire column of air above a grid point is
counted as the precipitation amount.For
each moist no subgrid scale vertical mixing is assumed to occur above
unstable layer containing n contiguouslevels
of the 2.5 km. The value of I a t 75 m is assumed to be 30 m (this
model, the n temperature and n mixing ratio corrections implies that the K8rm8n constant is equal to 0.4 below
axe determined from the solution of 2 n simultaneous 75 m). The equation for computing the stressa t the lower
equations derived from n saturation mixing ratio versus boundary is presented in subsection 2F.
n-1 neutral moist
lapse
rate
temperaturerelations,
The vertical diffusion of mixing ratio in this model is
conditions, and one integral energy conservation require- thesameas
described byManabeet
al. (1965). The
ment based on assumption (2). Furtherdetails of the change in mixing ratio, resulting from small-scale vertical
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ficient. This length is assumed to be defined as

yFr=-P* aw
a2

where

where the parameter k , related to the KhrmBin constant is
assigned the value 0.2 in this paper.I n the above relation,
6, is the grid distance in the appropriate direction. For the
computations of the rates of strain on the northern and
southern grid box interfaces, 6 , is aAB; on the.eastern and
western interfaces, 6,=a cos BAX where A6 and A 1 are the
increments of latitude and longitude, respectively, on the
grid system. The performance of the nonlinear viscosity
described here was extensively discussed by Manabe etal.
(1970~).
For preventing excessive mixing of heat and moisture
along mountain slopes, we assume that these properties are
mixed on isobaric instead of on u surfaces.2 The approximateequation for computingthecontribution
of horizontalmixing tothe change of temperature or mixing
ratio of water vapor is

For computational stability, the vertical diffusion equstionsare solved implicitly by amethod described by
Richtmyer (1957).
No attempt is made to incorporate a vertical diffusion
of heat other than to compute the
sensible heat flux at the
surface of the earth. Since we incorporated the vertical
mixing of momentum and mixing ratio, this mechanism
for vertical mixing of heat should have been incorporated
into themodel for consistency. However, theeffects of the
dryandmoistconvectiveadjustmentsare
so largein
most areas that the omission of this type of mixing does
not make a significant difference. It is, therefore, felt that
thedryandmoistconvectiveadjustmentsprovidethe
model with adequate small-scale vertical mixing of heat.
The formulation of the horizontal subgrid scale mixing
is an adaptation of the scheme used by Smagorinsky e t al.
(1965). According toSmagorinsky (1963), t'herates of
change of the east-west andnorth-southmomentum,
resulting from the horizontal stresses appearing in eq (1)
where 01 stands for either temperature or mixing ratio. For
and (2), are comput,ed as
a more general form of this equation, refer to Kurihara
and Holloway (1967). I n thederivation of eq (27), the
more general form of the equationis simplified by thed r o p
and
ping of less important terms for economy in computation.
We feel that this approximation does not
cause serious error
except near steep mountainslopes.
For computationalstability,thesehorizontalmixing
where 7xx, +', 7Bx, and reg denote the stress tensors
re- computations are performed by using the so-called "forsulting from mixing along const,ant u surfaces. Ignoring ward time differencing" method.
the density variationon a constant u surface and assuming
thehydrostaticrelationship,
we can express thestress
F. BOUNDARY CONDITIONS A T THE EARTHS SURFACE
tensors by

~XX=-T@'=P*KHDT

and

+'=T@~=P*KHD~

(21)

The surface stress in themodel (T*)is computed by

(22)

where the tension and shearing rates
of strain, respectively,
where C&) is the drag coefficient applicable to winds a t
are defined as
height h and is defined as
au
cos e a
v
D T-" a COS
eax a
cos e
and
and where p(h) is density, V(h) is the velocity a t height
h, and ko is the Kdrmdn constant. The roughness parameter zo is assumed to be 1 cm, and h is chosen to be equal
The assumption of an inertial subrange yields the follow- to the height of the lowest prognostic level. The surface
stressthuscomputedconstitutesthe
lower boundary
ing relation by dimensional analysis:
condition for thecomputation of theReynoldsstress
KH=QDI
(25) resulting from vertical mixing.
where IDI= (flT+Di)lfi and I , is a characteristic length
corresponding to the scale that defines the exchange coef-

J.
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FIGURE
2."Polar stereographic maps of the prescribed February sea-surface temperaturesfor the model in the Northern (left) and Southern
(right) Hemispheres. The area8 of pack ice are shaded with slashed lines, and the continental areas are shaded with dots; units,

Similarly, the heatflux (,H)* at thesurface of tsheearth
for either landor sea is given by t'he relation

(.H)*=cpp(h)C,(h)IV(h)I(T*-T(h)[~(h)]-~'".l

s*+(DLR)*=u,,TS+(VH)*+(.LH)*

(31 1

and

E=p(h)CD(h)IV(h)I[r,(T*)"r(h)I

requirement is
(33)

(30)

where T* is the surface temperature. For insuring that a
minimum amount of heat is exchanged bet'ween the
earth's surface and the lowest level of the model atmosphere, the wind speed 1 V(h)l used in eq (30) is not allon-ed
to be less than 1 m/s.
The flux of latent energy (,LH)* from t,he ocean is
obtainedfrom
( vLH>* =LE

O K .

(32)

where L is the latent heat of evaporation, E is the rate of
evaporation, and r,(!L'*) is the saturation mixing ratio of
water vapor over water a t the surface temperature. Over
land, E is computed from eq (32) only when the land surface is sufficiently wet. The formulafor estimabing the
rate of evaporation from a drier surface is discussed in the
following subsection. The heat and moisture fluxes at the
earth's surface constitute the lower boundary conditions
for the computation of the vertical mixing of hea,t and
moisture.
Over land, the temperature of the earth's surface T*is
determined in suchaway
that it satisfies the requirements of a eurface heat balance. If we assume that the
heat capacity of the land surface, is zero (i.e., no heat conduction into the soil), the equation of the heat balance

where S* and (DLR)* are the net downward insolation
and the net, downward longwave radiation at the ea,rth's
surface,respectively, nnd use is theStefan-Boltzmann
constant. Since the diurnal variation of insolation is eliminated in the model, we assume that, it is therefore justifiable to neglect heatconduction intothe soil. Equation
(33) is solved with respect to T* numerically. Once T* is
determined, it is then possible to compute t,he upward flux
of both sensible and latent heatfrom eq (30-32).
Over pack ice, the term QfCe representing heat, conduction into or out of the ic.e is added to the right-hand side
of eq (33); thus
Q,,,=kI"(T*"271.2°K)

(34)

where k is the thermal conductivity of ice (assumed to be
5X10-3 cal*~".crn".~C" in this study) and I i s the ice
thickness taken to be 2 m in the ice-covered area specified
in figure 2. We considered 2 m as a representative thickness
of sea ice in the Arctic (in the Southern Hemisphere summer, sea ice is of negligible extent around the Antarctic).
The temperature of the sea water below the pack ice is
assumed to be 271.2'K. If the solution to this heat balance equation results in a value of T* above freezing, this
value is set back to freezing with the implicit assumption
that the excess heat is used for melting pack ice.
The surface temperature over the oceans is prescribed
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as the climatic mean February values determined from
U.S. Hydrographic Office (1944) data. See figure 2 for a
map of these prescribed sea temperatures.
G. GROUND HYDROLOGY

One essential part of the hydrologic cycle of the earthatmosphere system is the storage of water in the ground
or on top of the surface as snow. I n the design of the
scheme for computing the ground hydrology, we desired
to make this procedure very simple for two reasons:
1. For ease in interpretation of the results, it is advisable to try
a rather simple scheme before using a very sophisticated one.
2. These computations have to be performed at a great number
of grid points, which dictates that the most efficient method must
be used, lest the hydrologic calculations take an inordinate amount
of computer time.

Vol. 99, No. 5

evaporation.” If the soil moisture is greater than a certain
critical percentage (75 in this study) of the maximum soil
capacity, evaporation is assumed to equal evaporability.
Otherwise, evaporationfromlandiscomputedto
be
linearly proportional to soil moisture up to this critical
or ice, thesublimation
also equals
value. Oversnow
evaporability; but in the computation
of the latter, r,(T*)
is thesaturation mixing ratio of watervapor over ice
instead of over water in eq (32), and L is now the latent
heat of sublimation in eq (31).
The equation for the prediction of the water equivalent
depth of snow S is

!E=&,-E-Me
at

(35)

where S , is the rateof snowfall, Me is the rateof snowmelt,
The procedure incorporated into the model is highly ide- and E is the sublimation rate. The snowmelt rate may be
alized and is the same as used by Manabe (1969). The calculat.ed froma heat balance condit’ion a t the snowreader should refer to this reference for more details of covered surface as
for some of thejustificationsforour
thissystemand
simplifying assumptions.
M,=ExL;’, if Ex>O
The maximum amount of water that can be stored in
or
(36)
the ground is called the field capacity of the soil of a
M,=O,
if EXSO
particular area. The field capacity of soil, of course, dependsuponanumber
of characteristics of theground
where L, is the latent heat of fusion and E,! the rate of
surface and thus varies
considerably throughout theworld, excess heat energy made available
for meltmgsnow, is
the domain of this global general circulation model. For computed from
the utmost simplicity in our first attempt
to model the
ground hydrology on a global scale, we have set the field
EX=[^*+ ( D L R ) * - ~ ~ B T ”(vH)*- (vLH)*ITI=2’11.
20K (37)
capacity of the soil t o 15 cm over all land areas. Most of
the time, the actual soil moisture a t a given point falls with T* held constant a t freezing [see eq (30) for (“H>*
short of the field capacity of t,he soil in that area. In the and eq (31) for ( J B ) * ] .
model, a budget of soil moisture is kept at each land grid
After the snow disappears by melting or sublimation,
point. Over all lend points, the soil moisture was initially moisture again evaporates from the
soil surface. Therefore,
set to its full capacity of 15 cm. Changes in soil moisture it is necessary to keep track of soil moisture even whenthe
are computed as the residual of contributions from proc- ground is covered by snow. We must know the wateresses that increase soil moisture (i.e., rainfall and snowholding capacity of snow to do this. The water-holding
melt)andthose
that decrease it (i.e., evaporationand
capacity of snow depends on the snow depth and density
runoff). Runoff is predicted a t a grid point only if a fore- and on manyother complicating factors,and it ranges
cast change insoil moisture would result in a water depth from 2 to 5 percent of the weight of the snow according
exceeding the field capacity. Implicit in this procedure is toastudybyGerdel
(1954). Forsimplicity, we shall
the assumption that the rate of infiltration of water into assume thatthe moisture-holding capacity ofsnow is
the soil is always greater than the sumof the rainfall and zero. If the soil moisture below a snow cover is less than
snowmelt rates, as long as the field capacity of the soil is the field capacity, the rate of increase in soil moisture
not exceeded. Any moisture above15 cm is thus computed there equals the sum of the rainfall and snowmelt rates,
as runoff a t the grid point where this occurs. Runoff is and the runoff rate is zero. If the soil moisture below the
assumed to flow directly to theseaviariverswithout
snow equals the field capacity, its value remains at that
affecting the soil moisture at any other point.
level, and the runoffis taken to be the sum of the rainfall
The effectof soil moisture on evaporation
is incorporated and snowmelt. Because of the possible effects of freezing,
into themodel by a simple scheme usedby Budyko(1956). melting, andsublimation
of soil moisture, theactual
Whenthe soil does notcontaina
sufficient amount of processes could be more complicated than those idealized
water, the amountof evaporation is smaller than the valueconditions assumed to occur in our model. Nevertheless,
obtained from eq (32), which gives the evaporation from we feel that the scheme described here for computing soil
(32) thus moisture, snowmelt, and runoff represents the elementary
thesea or a perfectly wetsurface.Equation
gives an upper limit for evaporation over a land surface. features of the hydrologic phenomena atthe ground
This upper limit is termed “evaporability” or “potential surface.
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FIQURE
3.-Latitude-height distribution of the mean zonally averaged temperature computed by the N24 model compared with the mean
observed distribution for December through February derived by Newell et al. (1969) ; unib, OK.

3. SIMULATION OF CLIMATE BY THEMODEL

The low resolution (N24)model was started from zonally
averaged data from a previous model. In general circulabe intion model experiments, about 100 daysmust
tegrated before quasi-equilibrium is reached. As a result
of a number of model changes in stream, more than 200
days were required for equilibrium in this model experiment.A total of 341 days was int,egrated in time. A
period of 70 days was averaged for the hydrologic means
and another 40-day period was used for the wind and
temperature means. Unless otherwise stated, d l results
presented in this section are for the N24 grid model. See
appendix B for a discussion of the high-resolution (N48)
model run.
A. TEMPERATURE

Figure 3 shows a 40-day mean latitude-height distribution of the zonally averagedtemperaturecomputed by
the model compared with the mean observed distribution
for theNorthern Hemispherewinter. The zonal mean
observed temperatures and zonal winds presented in this
paper are derived by Newell et al. (1969) for the months
of December through February.
I n general, the atmospherictemperaturedistribution
computed bythe model issimilar tothe observed exceptin
high lat~itudes of thewinter
hemisphere. In
the
Northern
Hemisphere
troposphere,
high-latitude
temperatures are several degrees lower than the observed
values, dueinparttotheperpetual
winterthere. For
example, thetemperature of the Arctic is about 10°H

too low. This effect in turn pushes the snow line southward. Since the presence of snow increases thealbedo
above what is normal without snow and the heating of
the groundsurfacebysolar
radiation is consequently
decreased, the extreme winter conditions in the Northern
Hemisphereareself-perpetuating
by positive feedback
and tend to propagate southward.
I n the summerstratosphere of the model, the warm
Antarcticissimulated successfully. Therefore, the temperature in the lower stratosphere of the model in the
Southern Hemisphereincreaseswith
latitude,butthis
increase is not as large as in the real atmosphere. As the
results of ManabeandHunt
(1968) indicate,this discrepancywithobservation
is probablyattributable to
low vertical resolution in the tropical stratosphere, which
smoothes out and thus raises the minimum temperature
at the equatorial tropopause. They were able to simulate
of a
a sharp tropicaltropopauseinatimeintegration
hemispheric general circulation model, having 18 vertical
finitedifference levels, double the number in our model.
I n the Northern (winter) Hemisphere
of the model, the
temperature of the lower stratosphere is too low in higher
latitudes. It has,nevertheless,amaximum
inmiddle
latitudes, in qualitative agreement with features
of the
actual atmosphere. In section 7, the heat balance of the
tbe
lower stratosphere is analyzed to determinehow
thermal structureof the model stratosphere is maintained.
Tn figure 4, the observed global distribution of surface
ambientairtemperatureovertheentireearthduring
January is compared with the values of surface tempera-
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FIGURE
4.-Global distribution of mean temperatures computed inthe N24 model experiment forthe lowest prognostic level (at a height of
about 80 m) compared with the distribution of observed mean surface ambient temperature for January; units, OK. These maps and
all those of this type that follow are drawn on a modified elliptical map projection. The dots on the observed map and on later ones
outline highland areas.

tures computed by the model experiment for the lowest
prognostic level. I n the
Northern
Hemisphere,
the
observed temperatures are from Crutcher and
Meserve
(1970); and in the Southern Hemisphere, from Taljaard
et al. (1969). I n theNorthernHemisphere,thecontinentaltemperaturescreated
in the modelexperiment
aresomewhat lower thannormal because of extensive
snow cover extending to low latitudes, attributed to the
perpetualwinterinthis
hemisphere. Thisresultsina
largetemperaturecontrastbetweenlandandsea
(e.g.,
off the east coast of Asia) because the sea-surface temperatures are specified as the climatic values.

IntheSouthern
Hemisphere,surfacetemperatures
computed by the model are ve,ry high over Aust,ralia and
the southern halves of South America and Africa. These
temperatures result from the dry soil andproduce low
relative humidities and low pressures over these regions
as described insubsections3C and 3D.

B. WIND AND MERIDIONAL CIRCULATION
Figure 5 shows the time-mean computed and observed
latitude-height
distributions
of the zonally averaged
zonal component of the wind with easterly winds (negative values) shaded.The axes of thecomputedtropo-
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FIGURES.-Lat,itude-height distribut,ions of the time-mean zonally averaged zonal component
values) shaded; units,

of the v-ind with easterly winds (negative
m/s. The observed data arederived for DecemberthroughFebruary by Newel1 et al. (1969).

spheric jet streams in the model occur too close to the
Equator by about6 O to loo as compared with theobserved
jets in bothhemispheres. However, t,heir heiiht,s are about
correct; and the maximum mind speeds of both jet's are
very well simulated by the model. The computed wind
speedsin thestratospheric polar nightjetandin
t,he
easterly wind belt in the tropical stratosphere are much
too strong. Furthermore, the location of the polar night
jet in themodel is nearly 20' too far south.
Preliminaryresultsfrom
a timeintegration
of an
1l-level global model, incorporat.ing a seasonal variation
of solar radiation, show a markedly reduced intensity of
the easterlies in the stratosphere of the model Tropics.
Therefore, it is possible that the strong easterlies in the
model stratosphereresultfromtheassumption
of a
perpetual January or from the lackof a seasonal variat-ion.
The rea.=m for the very strong jet in the winter stratosphere of the model is not clear to the authors.
Figure 6 shows the stream function of the mean meridional circulation computed fromthe time-mean meridional
and vertical velocities given by themodel. Forcomparison,
on this same figure is shown the stream function of the
Northern Hemisphere meridional circulation,computed
by Oort and Rasmusson (1970) from observed winds for
five Januaries (note that the streamlines in thisfigure are
drawn a t logarithmicintervals).
cell is
The Northern (or winter)HemisphereHadley
considerably larger and stronger than the corresponding
direct cell in the Southern Hemisphere, and actually
it

straddles t'he Equator and crowds the weak Southern
Hemisphere Hadley cell to t'he sout,h. This asymmetry of
the meridional circulation is caused by the asymmetries in
theinsolationand
in the sea-surface temperatures.The
intensities of the comput,ed and observed northern Hadley
circulations agree quite well, the centers being about
200 x 10'2 gis.
The strong northern Hadley circulation creates intense
cross-equatorial flow at two levels [viz, a very shallow but
strong boundary layer flow southward into the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ), 1ocat.ed at about latitude
IOOS in the model, and a strong return flow just below the
equatorial tropopause]. This meridional circulation in the
Tropics supplies lat,ent heat to the ITCZ at low levels
and exports heat energy from thelTCZ intheupper
troposphere. This subject is discussed in more detail in
section 6. [Seeeq (39) for the definition of heat energy.]
of condensation is
Manabe etal. (1970b) show that the heat
responsible for the remarkable intensity of the Hadleycell.
Agreement is also good for t,he locations and intensities
of the Northern Hemisphere Ferrel and polar cells in the
troposphere. The agreement between the two meridional
circulations deteriorates toward the north, both because
the model has certain deficiencies near the Poles (e.g., too
high surface pressure) and because the observed stream
function is least accurately estimated in the Arctic.
I n the model stratosphere, a two-cell meridional circulation predominates;however, it is not evident in the stream
function for the actual strat,osphere shown in the lower
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FIGURE
6."Streamfunctions

of the meanmeridionalcirculation;units,g/s.

half of figure 6. One should note that the obhrved stream
functions are least accurate in the stratosphere becauseof
the inaccuracy of the wind measurements. Teweles(1965)
and Miyakoda(1963) computed the distribution
of vertical
trelocity by use of the so-called "adiabatic" method and
of theirresults
bythe o equation,respectively.Both
clearlyindicatea
two-cell meridionalcirculationinthe
winter stratosphere.
C. SEA-LEVEL PRESSURE

The mean sea level pressure for N24
the model is plotted
infigure 7 versuslatitudeandcomparedwiththeobservedpressurecurvederived
for theNorthern Hemi- FIGURE7."Zond mean sea level pressures observed in the actual
atmosphere (solid line) andcomputedbythe
low resolution
sphere winter by Mintz (1968). The surface pressure over
(N24)
model
(dashed
line)
and
by
the
high
resolution
(N48) model
land is reduced to sealevel by
(dotted line).

the temperature of
where psLis the sea-level pressure; T9,
the lowest prognostic level;z*, the height of the land surface above sea level; and 7 , the lapse rate, assumed to be
6"K/km everywhere.
An unfortunate characteristic of the general circulation
models used in this studyis that they create much higher
than normal sea-level pressures in polar regions
(fig. 7).
The mechanism producing these high polar pressures is

probably a combination of several fact,ors, some of which
are uniqueto the type
of grid systemused for these models;
two of these factors are:
1. The assumption of a perpetual Northern Hemisphere winter
insolation produces extreme cold over the polar region and excessive
snow cover over the entire winter hemisphere. The resultant cold
dome of air covering the north polar region favors the development
of high pressure there.
2. As discussed in appendix A, subsection D, our models probably
have a systematic bias in generating higher
than normal pressures in
polar regions.
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global sea-level pressure computed by the low resolution (N24)model and observed in the actual atmosphere; units, mb.

putationalaccuracy,resultingfromthe
coarseness and
Thecomputedmeridional profile exhibitsminimain
irregularities of the grid system mentioned above, as evithe sea-level pressure in the Tropics and in the mid-latitude
of the resolutionof the
storm belts and high pressurea t subtropical latitudes and denced by the fact that a doubling
in polar regions. However, these featuresof the computed finitedifference grid greatly improves the zonal pressure
distribution are shifted systematically toward the Equatordistribution. In contrast to the low-resolution results, the
from their counterparts in the observed profile. Further- mean zonal pressure of the h~gh-resolutionmodel exhibits
of the
more, the intensitiesof the high-pressure beltsin themodel a poleward shift of the pressure patterns, a reduction
high
polar
pressures,
and
an
intensification
of
the
subsubtropics are too weak. Another failing of this model is
tropical
Highs
and
the
middle
latitude
low-pressure
belts
the lack of a strong pressure gradient from latitudes
45O to
(see appendix B for further details).
65’s which results in the model not properly simulating
The two-dimensionalglobal distribution of sea-level
the location and strength of high-latitude surface westerpressure is compared ink u r e 8 with the observed January
lies in the Southern Hemisphere. The exact reasons for
these unrealistic features of the model simulation are not mean global sea-level pressure compiled by Crutcher and
determined; but they are partly related to the
loss of com- Meserve (1970) in the Northern Hemisphere and by Tal-
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of relativehumidity from the low resolution (N24) model experiment.Relative
humidities greater than 40 percent are shaded; thosegreater than 80 percent are indicated by darker shading.

sphere pressure distribution accounts for the lack
of strong
westerlies in high southern
latitudes
of the model
experiment.
The distribution of sea-level pressure is markedly improved bythe increase in resolution of thehorizontal
finite differences. For example, in thehigh-resolution model
experiment,thestrengths
of subtropicalHighsare
enhanced significantly; and the Siberian Highis clearly separatedfromthepolarHigh
because of themarkedly
decreased north polarpressures. See appendixB for details
concerning this improvement.
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FIGURE10.-Latitude-height

distribution of the zonalmean observed relative humidity for the summer season basedon data
from Telegadas and London (1954) in the lower troposphere and
Murgatroyd (1959) in theupper troposphere.

jaard et al. (1969) in the Southern Hemisphere. This map
shows that, in the Northern Hemisphere, the model simulates awell-developed Aleutian Lowbut anunderdeveloped
Icelandic Low. On the computed pressure map, the Siberian High tends to
merge into thehighly exaggerated polar
High. I n the SouthernHemisphere, subtropical Highs form
west of the three major continents (viz, Africa, Australia,
and South America), in agreement with features of the
observeddistribution.However,thestrengths
of these
Highs fail to attain climatic levels. Low-pressure centers
develop over these Southern Hemisphere continents as a
result of high surface temperatures (see subsection 3A).
The low-pressure belt along the periphery of the Antarctic is simulated in the model experiment in qualitative
rtgreement with observation, but it is not deep enough and
is at too lowa latitude. This featsure
of the SouthernHemi-

The zonal mean latitude-height distribution of relative
humidity from the low-resolution modelexperiment is
presented in figure 9. The latitude-height distribution of
mean observed relative humidity for the summer season
is shown in figure 10, borrowed from the paper by Manabe
et al. (1965). Acomparisonbetween
these two figures
shows thatthemeancomputedrelativehumiditynear
the surface is too high a t all latitudes compared with
observation. I n agreementwithfeatures
of theactual
is very
atmosphere, the model stratosphere, in contrast,
dry except a t very high latitudesof the Northern (winter)
Hemisphere. Therearemid-latitudewetzonesinboth
hemispheres. The dry zones in the subtropics, resulting
from the descending motion in the poleward legs of the
thedry
Hadley cells, seem to extenddownwardfrom
stratosphere aloft and spread into the mid-troposphere of
the Tropics, in agreement with observed data.Inthe
midTropics, the vertical motion is very strong in the
troposphere. Theverydry
air produced bythisdownward motion may be responsible for lowering the zonal
mean relative humidity in the mid-troposphere.
I n figure 11, the mean surface relative humidity computed by themodel experimentis compared with the mean
global distribution for January, derived bySzBva-KovAts
(1938). Over the oceans, the computed surface humidity
exceeds the observed values by 10 to 20 percent. The
reason for this is not obvious. However, realistically low
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FIGURE12.-Mean precipitation rate computed by the low resolution (N24)model comparedwith the estimated observed rate (Moller 1951).

precipitation rates in excess of 0.5 cmlday are shaded by
diagonal lines, and dry regions with rates of precipitation
lower than 0.1 cmlday axe dotted. The computed distribution of precipitationexhibitsatropicalrainbelt,
subtropical dry belts, middle-latitude moist regions, and
polar dry zones that correspond rather well in location
and intensity to the observed distributions.
From the eastern Indian Ocean eastward to the central
Pacific Ocean, the computed tropical rain belt runs along
the Equator or slightly to the south, in agreement with
this NorthernHemispherewinter
observationduring
Ama.zon Valley
season. This belt dips southward in the

in South America and toward Madagascar in the western
Indian Ocean and swings northward in southern Africa,
in good agreement with observed rainfall patterns.
The tropical rain belt splits into two legs in the eastern
PacificOcean.
Thecomputedsouthern
leg is notas
well-developed as observed, and the northern leg straddles
the Equator rather than
being centered at about 5" to
10°N, as occurs in the real atmosphere. This latter
discrepancy with observation can probably be attributed to
the lack of a distinct minimum in the sea-surface temperature centered on the Equator, which occurs in nature but
unfortunately is not very pronounced in the U.S. Hydro-
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graphic m c e (1944) data used for this model experiment. nature because of the smootbness of the topography used
The coolersea water actually observed at the Equator
in the model computations. The shallowness of the dry
tends to suppress thegenesis and development of tropical break in the middle of the North American Continent has
disturbances [e.g.; see the results of the model experiment been mentionedabove. This northern middle-latitude moist
by Manabe and Bryan(1969)l. Thus, the observed rainfall belt is characterizedby areas of high precipitation rate off
maximum is shifted slightly northward to where the sea the east coasts of the continents, in agreement with oboff the northwestern coast
servation. The wet area, created
is warmer.
The location of the subtropical dry belt in the Southernof the United States,is centered too far south, whichis no
Hemisphere inthe modelatmosphere agrees well with doubt related to the equatorward shiftof surface-pressure
observation. The areas of minimum precipitation in this patterns, as discussed in the previous section. Finally, for
belt are off the west coasts of the continents where the some unknown reason, precipitation rates over Europe are
oceanic anticyclones are located and the
outflow from them substantially above climatic values and those simulatedby
predominates. TheEast Coastsarerelatively
wet, in the high-resolution model run (see fig. 32 in appendix B).
agreement withthe observeddistribution of precipitaI n figure 13, the global distribution of evaporation rate
tionandwithasimilarmodelexperiment
by Manabe
computed by the model is compared with the evaporation
(1969). Dry air flowing out of subtropical anticyclones ratedistribution
compiled by Budyko (1963). I n the
west of Africa and Australia causes the low precipitation oceanic regions, the computed evaporationis significantly
rates and resulting deserts in the southwestern regions of less than the rate estimated by Budyko, particularly in
these continents. The dry air flows more t,han halfway the subtropics. This
discrepancy is, no doubt., related to the
across Australia but is confined tothe WestCoast of fact that the relative humidity is generally too high near
South America. The reason for this difference is that, the surface of the model oceans, as pointed out in the prein South America, the very high Andes Mountain Range ceding section.Naturally, suchhigh surface humidities
extendingnorth-south along theentirecontinentjust
tend to lower the general level of evaporation from the
east of the West Coast effectively blocks the dry air from ocean surface. Although the rates
of evaporation of the
spreadingeastward;
but thereare
no suchhighand
model have local maxima in the subtropicalregions of both
extensive mountainsinthewesternpart
of Australia. hemispheres inqualitativeagreementwithfeatures
of
a model Budyko’s distribution, thelocal maxima are too small and
Theprecipitationpatternscomputedfrom
withoutmountains c o f i m thistheoryby
exhibiting a are located too close to the Equator. In thepreceding secdry area across the entire southern partof South America. tion, it is pointred out, that the oceanic anticyclones of the
This phenomenonwas discussed in Manabe and Hollo- low resolution (N24) model are also located too close to the
way (1970a, 1970b). I n fact, the computed distribution of Equator. Since the oceanic anticyclones produce outflow of
precipitation given in figure 12 shows a greater eastward very dry air over the ocean surface, they tend to enhance
extension of the dry areain South America than is actually evaporation. Accordingly, the discrepancy between the
observed. As discussed in appendix C, this can be attrib- observed and computed locatsionsof the subtropical antiuted t o thesmoothing of the model’s topographythat
cyclones seems to be partially responsible for the unrealisreduced the maximum height, of the Andes far below the tic distribution of evaporation mentioned above.I n middle
true elevations of thesemountains.The
Andesbeing
latitudes,evaporation from the oceanic surfaces of the
rather narrow in the east-west direction are particularly
model is most rapid off the east coasts of the Eurasian and
susceptible to heightreduction by space smoothing.
the North American Continents, in excellent agreement
The Northern Hemisphere subtropical dry belt is well
with features of Budyvko’s distribution. I n these areas, cold
simulated by the model in location and magnitude of
precipitation values. The extreme dryness of the Sahara continental air with low absolute humidity flows out over
Desert is well simuleted by the model. The joining of the the warm oceanic surfaces, rvbch creates large air-sea
subtropical dry belt with the polar drp zone over North temperature differences nnd enhances evaporation.
America is suggested but not completely realized by the
I n continental regions, agreement between the model’s
N24model results.However,intheprecipitation
dis- distributionandBudyko’s
is better.For example, the
tribution computed by the high resolution (N48) model, model computes a very low rate of evaporation in deserts
these two dry zones are joined in agreement with climatic suchastheSahara,southwestern
Africa, andsouthern
data (see appendix B for further details).
South America, in good agreement with Budyko’s distriThe computed mid-latitude wet belt in the Southern
bution. I n high northern latitudes and in the Antarctic,
Hemisphere is continuousaroundtheentire
globe, in
the evaporation rate of the model is very small. I n fact,
agreement with observation, except in southern Argentina
a few northern latitude areas, the evaporation rate
is
in
where the observed wet belt is slightly interrupted by the
even
slightly
negative,
which
indicates
frost
forma
tion,
Andes. In the Northern Hemisphere,however, thewet
snow or
zone in middle latitudes,computedbythe
model, is Theeffective reflection of solarradiationby
broken into cells by the mountainson the continents. This pack ice leaves little energy available for sublimation in
topographic effect is not as pronounced in themodel as in these areas.
421481 0-71-2
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FIGUREl3.-Global distribution of evaporation rate computed by the N24 resolution model and the same rate derived by Budyko (1963)
from observed data.

Figure 14 depictsthecomputed
soil moistureonthe
natureandassimulatedbythe
model (fig. 12). On
model continents. Dry areas having less than 0.5 cm of figure 14, India appears as a desert. Recall, however, that
soil moisture are dotted; and wet regions, where the soil the season of this model experimentis a perpetual January,
moisture is greater than 5 cm in depth, are indicated by
which is the time of the winter monsoon in India when
slashedshading. The snowline, shown a s adashed line, there is little or no rain in this country. If this experiment
appears too far south on all Northern Hemisphere conti- had incorporated a seasonal variation of insolation, rainnents because of perpetual winter. The arid regions of the fall would have occurred in Indiaduringthesummer
earth, having little soil moisture, are well simulated by season, anddesert conditions would nothave become
of thesouthwestern
the model. For example, the Sahara, the desert in Western established here. Thedesertarea
Australia, and the arid region of southwestern Africa are United States is shifted southward into Mexico. This is
well represented by the computed soil moisture distribu- certainly related to the extensive snow cover to the north
tion. These are areas of little precipitation as observed in as well as to the equatorward shift of pressure patterns,
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soil moisture on the N24 resolution model continents.

in figure 14. According to figure 15, the latitude of the
maximum rate of snowfall does not coincide u*it,h the
latitude of the maximum rate of snow accumulation because of the effect of snon-melt. In the Northern Hemiof snon-melt is at R maximum around
sphere,therate
45'1y; and in the Southern Hemisphere, it is at n maximum at the periphery of the Antarctic Continent. As will
be indicated in t,he following paragraph, t'he snou-melt
contributes very significantly to the runoff in the Xorthern
Hemisphere of the model.

FIQURE
15.-Zonal meandistributions of various snow balance
components. The envelope of curves is the snovfall rate; subtracting from this is the snowmelt rate (shaded by slashed lines).
The sublimation rate is subtracted from the remainder but
is left
unshaded. The net snow accumulation rate is dot.ted.

discussed in the previous section. The computed areas of
deep soil moistureamounts
coincide with regions of
t~ropicalrainforests
(viz, tropical Africa, the Amazon
River Basin, and the Indonesian Islands).
Large areas of the continents of the Nort.hern Hemisphere of the model are snow covered. Figure 15, which
shows thezonalmeandistributions
of various snow
balancecomponentsonthecontinents,indicatesthat,
snow accumulates signihantlynorth
of 45"N with a
maximum around 55"N. As pointed out,the extensive
accumulation of snow cover results chiefly fromthe
assumption of a perpetual January insolation. I n view of
the lack of a seasonal varia.tion inthe model insolation, we
felt that thedistribution of soil moisturebeneath the
snow cover is not meaningful. Therefore, it is not shown

Figure 16 depicts the distribution of runoff computed
on the model cont,inents. White areas indicate no runoff,
and slashed shading indicates regions with runoff greater
t,han 0.1 cm/dag. For the mostpart, these areascorrespond 1 ~ 1 1with the wltersheds of some of theearth's
majorrivers (e.g., t h c A4!1u~20nin SouthAmerica;the
Congo, the Zumbczi, :~ndthe source of the Sile in Africa;
md therivers in easternandwesternUnited
States).
According to the comparison between thc distribution of
runoff rate and that of snon-melt ratzeshon-n in figure 17,
the areas of major runoff in the Sorthern Hemisphere of
the model correspontl \*cry 1 ~ 1 nith
1
those of snowmelt, indicating the significant contribution of snownelt to runoff
in these rea as. This comparison also indicates thatthe
excessive runoff in the western part of the Eurasian Continent results mainly from the excessive snowmelt taking
place there. This snon-melt occurred during the earlypart
of the a.veraging period and is responsiblefor a rapid
decrease in snon- depth t4here.
Evaporationfromtheearth'ssurfacerepresents
a
source of water vapor in the atmosphere, and precipitation, on t.he other hand, is a sink for atmospheric water.
The distributions of these two meteorological phenonema
pointoutthe
locations of major sources andsinks of
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FIGURE16.-Distribution of runoff computed for the model continents.

0
0
Ea
FIGURE17.-Computed global distribution

of mean snowmelt rate during the 70-day period of averaging of the N24 model experiment.

atmosphericwatervapor.Flgure
18 shows the model’s
for the
zonallyaveragedevaporationandprecipitation
whole earth, continental areas, and oceans as a function
of latitude. This figure shows that the major source of
water vaporis over the subtropicaloceans of the Northern
(or winter) Hemisphere where precipitation is suppressed
bythegeneraldownwardmotionandtheevaporation
from the earth’s surface is enhmced by high sea-surface
temperatures. The major sinkof atmospheric water vapor

is inthe ITCZ, especially overlandwhereorography
enhances the already intense tropical precipitation rates.
Secondary sinks are evident in middle-latitude rain belts,
particularlyinthecontinental
region of theNorthern
Hemisphere.
At points where the curves for precipitation and evaporation diverge areareas of deficiencies or excesses of
moisture that must be compensated bytransport from
other areas. For example, the net excess of water vapor
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TABLE
2.--FZuzes of radiation at the top of the atmosphere (inly/min)

CONTINENT C OCEAN

.M) SO

I

Kind of radfation
vonder

A

Incident solar
Net downward solar
Net upward tearestrisl

Haar Dm., Jan., Feb.

Model Jan.

0.61

0.61

.a5

.a2
.w

.32

of theactual
atmosphereestimated
by vonder Haar
(1969) forthe period from December toFebruary. It
CONTINENT
should be pointed out that the results
of vonder Haar
are based on recentobservationsfrom
meteorological
-PRKIPllAllON
downward
satellites. This table indicates that both the net
flux of solar radiation and the net upward
flux of longwave
radiation a t the top of the model atmosphere are significantly less than those a t the top of the actual atmosphere,
as estimatedby
vonder Haar. The difference inthe
magnitude of the net solar radiat,ion is chiefly due to the
difference in planetary albedo between the model and the
actualatmosphere. According to ourcomputation, the
planetary albedo of the model atmosphere is approximately 0.37,which is larger than the albedo of the actual
OCEAN
atmosphere, as observed from meteorological satellites
(0.31). One of the reasons for thisdiscrepancy is the
SO excessive snow cover of high reflectivity in the Northern
.40 Hemisphere of the model, which ha5 been mentioned in
preceding sections. However, there may be other reasons
for this discrepancy. As vonder Haar indicated,the
planetary albedo obtained from satelliteobservationsis
approximately 5 percent less than the theoretical estimate
by London (1957). Since the distribution of clouds and
theiropticalproperties
(used in thisstudy)arevery
5
90"N 80 70 60 50 40 30 20 10 O r IO 20 30 40 50
70 80
similar to those adopted by London, it is probable that
our cloud properties suffer from the same deficiencies as
FIQURE
18.-Latitudinal distributions
of the rates of precipitation
London's andthus may also be significantly different
and evaporation (in cm/day).
from reality.
Fortunately, an error in the planetary albedo may not
this study
resultinan
extremely unrealisticclimatein
because
the
distribution
of
sea-surface
temperature
is
added tothe atmosphere in thenorthern oceanic sublower
boundary
condition.
However,
a
specified
as
a
t,ropics must betransported
tothe Tropics or tothe
percent
difference in planetary
albedo
may
mid-latitude
storm
belt
where
precipitation
exceeds several
a joint ocean-atmosphere
markedly
alter
the
climate
of
evaporation. On the other hand, subtropical continental
areas have low values of both evaporation and precipita- model in which the sea-surface t,emperature is determined
tion so that net advection of water vapor into or out of as the results of the interact,ion between the oceanic and
these areas is very small. Theresultanttransport
of the atmospheric parts of the model (see Manabeand
Bryan 1969). Therefore, it seems to be very important to
latent energy bythe advection of watervaporinthe
identify the causes of this discrepancy by repeating the
model atmosphere is discussed in section 6.
heat balance study of London with the improved data.
The latitudinal distributions of the zonal mean values
5. HEATBALANCE
of the net radiation fluxes at the top of the model atmosA. HEATBALANCE OF THEEARTH-ATMOSPHERE SYSTEM
phere are shown in figure 19. For comparison, the corby vonder Haar (1969)
The heat balance of the earth-atmospheresystem is respondingquantitiesestimated
for
the
actual
atmosphere
are
also
plotted in this same
determined by the net radiative flux at the top of the
atmosphere. I n table 2, the global mean values of radiative figure. As pointed out, fluxes of both solar and terrestrial
fluxes of the model atmosphere are compared with those
radiation of the model aresignificantly less thanthe
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FIGURE
19.-Latitudinaldistributions
of the zonalmean
values
of the net downwardsolarradiationand
the upward longwave
radiation at the top of the model atmosphere (in ly/min).

FIGURE
2O.-Global

observed values, particularly at low latitudes where
London's cloud dist'ribut'ions may be inaccurate. Careful
re-examination of the cloud distributionby means of
satellite data arehighly desirable. The general features
of the model distribution, however, agree well with the
observed distribution.
For depicting the horizont.al distribution of the radiative
imbalance, the global distribution of the flux of net
downward radiation at the top of the model atmosphere
is shown in the upper half of figure 20. The distribution of
the corresponding quantityintheactual
at,mosphere,
asestimatedby
vonder Haar (1969) from satellites, is
added for comparison t,o the lower half of this figure. The
general features of the two distributions agree well with
each other, alt.hough the model distribution lacks some of
thelongitudinalvariations
in tlhe net, flux, which are

distribution of the flux of downward radiation [= !net downward solarradiation) - (net upward terrestrial radiation)]
at the top of the a,tmosphere.
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FIGURE
21.-Latitudinal distribution

of the zonal mean values of
the net downward solar radiation and the net upward longwave
radiation at the surface of the model earth (in ly/min).

-'20

t

1
CONTINENT

evident,in thevonderHaar
dist.ribution(note that,the
cloud distribution assumed for the computation of radiat'ive transfer lacks a longitudinal variation). The net, flus
of the model is, nevertheless, significantly smallerthan the
obserred flux at low latitudes, part,icularly in the subtropics of the Southern Hemisphere, as pointed out, in t,he
preceding paragraph.

I

LATENT HEAl FLUX

i

B. H E A T B A L A N C E O FTHE EARTH'S SURFACE

Theheat fluxes cont<ributingtotheheat
balance at
the surface of tlhe model eart'h are the fluxes of solar and
terrestrial radiation, the turbulent
fluxes of sensible and
latent heat into tjhe atmosphere, and the heat flux to the
interior of the ocean. I n this subsection, we shall examine
thedistribution of these fluxes. According to figure 21
showing thelatitudinaldistribution
of theradiative
fluxes at t,he surface of tahemodel eart'h, t,he net' downward
flux of solar radiat,ion is much larger t,han the net upward
flux of terrestrial radiation except at. high latitudes of the
Nort,hern Hemisphere where the flux of solar radiat.ion is
verysmall. The corresponding quantities at, the surface
of t,he actual earth int,he Northern Hemisphere,, est,imated
byLondon (1957), are also plotted for comparison in
this figure where July Northern Hemisphere values are
used for theSouthern Hemispheresummer (January).
The agreement between t,he radiat,ion fluxes computed by
the model and those estimated by London from observed
dat,a appear, in general, to be very close.
theheat gain
Figure 22 is presented to showhow
resulting
from
trhe
net
downward
flux
of radiation
[= (downward flux of solar radiat'ion) - (upward flux of
longwave radiation)] is compensated bytheotherheat,
balance components mentioned above.
The distributions
on thecontinentsand
those on the oceans areshown
separately for detailedexamination.
On the model continents, because of the assumption of
a zero heat capacity of the ground surface, the heat gain
from the net downward radiation is exactly compensated
by the heatloss, which is due to the upward fluxes of sensible and latent heat. In Tropics
the
and in middlelatitudes
of the model where soil moisture is relatively large as a
result of the excess of precipitation over evaporation, the
latent heat flux is chiefly responsible for removing heat

I

LATENTHEAT FLUX

I

FIGURE
22.-Latitudinal distributions
of the zonal mean values of
various heat balancecomponents a t t,he surface of the model
earth (in ly/min).Thin solid lino indicates the heat flux from
the interior to t,he surface of the ocean.

from the ground surface. On the ot,her hand, sensible heat
flux plays a major role in the removal of heat from the
ground surface of tlhe model subtropics wheresoil moisture
is small because of meager precipitation. In short, sensible
and latent heat fluxes supplement each other in removing
heat from the ground surface of the model.
Over the model oceans, t,he sensible heat flux is much
smaller than the latent heat flux except a t very high latitudes. I n general, the Bowenrat,io, whichis the ratio
of sensible heat flux to latent heat flux, increases with increasing
latitude, in agreement with the features of the energy exchange
over
theactual
oceans. Over oceansurfaces
loss due
(different from the
case of a.land surface), the heat
to both sensible and latent heatfluxes does not necessarily
compensate for the heat gained by net downward radiation. The imbalance among these components constitutes
the heat sources and sinks for themodel oceans. As figure
22 indicates, the model oceans gain heat in the Southern
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FIQURE
23."Global distribution of net downward radiation at the earth's surface. The netdownward radiation is defined aa the difference
between the net downward solar radiation and the net upward longwave radiation.

(summer)Hemisphereand
lose heatintheNorthern
of the model earth) may be inferred from figure 13 which
(winter) Hemisphere.
shows the global distribution of the evaporation rate.
Thus far, we have discussed the latitudinal distribuAccording to figure 23, the general features of the distributions of the net downward flux of radiation at the
tions of various heat balance components a t the earth's
surface. Next, we shall briefly describethe global distribu- surface of the model earth are quite similar to those
of
tions of these components. The global distributions of net Budyko's distribution. For example, the net downward
downward flux of radiation and of net upward flux of sen- radiational flux of the model is maximum in the subtropics
sible heat at the surface of the model earth are shown in of the Southern Hemisphere except over the continents
the upper halves of figures 23 and 24, respectively. The where the net downward flux is very small because of the
distributions of the corresponding quantities at thesurface high temperatures of the ground surface.This flux is nega(1963), are added tive in highlatitudes of theNorthernHemisphere,in
of the actual earth, estimated by Budyko
to the lower halves of these figures for comparison. Anotheragreement with the same features
of Budyko's distribution.
heat balancecomponent (i.e., latent heatflux a t the surface On the other hand, there are significant
differences betweeR
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FIQURE
24.-Global distribution

3 59

of net upward flux of sensible heat at the earth’s surface.

the two flux distributions. I n general, the net downward
radiation flux of the model has a more zonal distribution
than the flux of the actual atmosphere, probably a result
of the lack of a zonal variation in cloudiness. Furthermore,
the net flux of the model is significantly less than the flux
estimated by Budyko in the subtropics
of the Southern
Hemisphere. Again, it is highly probable that the inaccurracy of cloudiness in the model is responsible for this
discrepancy. Statistical studiesof cloud data obtained from
these
meteorological satellites are required to verify
speculations.
I n general, the distribution of the sensible heat flux of
the model (upper half of fig. 24) is much less zonal than

that of t*he net downward radiation. IntheSouthern
(summer) Hemisphere and in the lower latitudes of the
Northern Hemisphere, the sensible heat flux of the model
is relatively large ove,r thecontinents,particularlyover
arid regions such as t,he SaharaDesert,theAustralian
Desert, Mexico, and India,. I n these areas, the magnitude
of the latent heat flux is small beca.use of insufficient soil
moisture;and
a large amount of sensible heat flux is
required to compensate for the large values of net downward radiation. Over the continents in middle and high
latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, the sensible heat
as a result
flux of the model hn.s a small negative value
of the temperature inversion a t these latitudes. Since most
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FIGURE26.-Latitudinal distributions of the northward transport
of energy ( X 10 19 cd/day).

of the weak insolation reaching the surface here isreflected
by snow cover, the magnitudes of all heat balancecomponents are very small over the model continents. Over the
by the atmospheric circulation. Figure 26 shows the disoceanic regions of the Northern Hemisphere, the sensible tributions of thenorthwardtransports
of heat energy,
heat flux of the model is very large off the east coastsof the latent energy, and total energy required for compensating
continents where the outflow of cold continental air over the imbalance in the heat and water vapor budgets
of
warmocean currents takes place. These features of the the model atmosphere. I n this paper, heat energy, latent
model distributions are in excellent agreement with those energy, and total energy are defined as
of Budyko's distribution shown in the lower half of figure
24. This agreement suggests that the computationschemes
energy)=
(heat
c,T
4,
(39)
for the heat and water balanceat the continentalsurfaces
of the modelareworkingproperly,despite
the extreme
energy)=
(latent
Lr,
(40)
idealization of the various processes involved.
and
C. H E A T B A L A N C EOF THE MODEL ATMOSPHERE
(total energy)= c,T
4 + Lr
(41)
The components of the heat balance in the atmosphere
are the net radiation, the heat
of condensation, and the
where c, is the specific heat of air under constantpressure,
supply of sensible heat from theearth's surface to the 4 is geopotential height, r is the mixing ratio of water
atmosphere.Figure
25 shows thelatitudinaldistribuvapor, and L is the latent heat of condensation. I n this
tions of the zonal mean values of theseheat balance definition of total energy, the kinetic energy (being relacomponents in the model atmosphere. According to this
tively small) is neglected.
figure, radiation has a cooling effect at all latitudes of the
I n section 4, it is demonstrated that the subtropics of
model; and the other two components of the heat balance the Northern Hemisphere constitute a source of moisture
already mentioned have a heating effect and tend to com- for the model atmosphere because the rate of evaporation
pensate for the radiativecooling. The imbalanceamong the
26 indicates
far exceeds the precipitation rate there. Figure
three components is indicated by a solid line identified as thatthenorthernsubtropicsexportgreatamounts
of
"net." In the model atmosphere, large values of net heat- moisture both northward and sourthward. A major part
ing occur in theTropics of the SouthernHemisphere where of this southwardflux of latent energy crosses the Equator
the heat of condensation released by the tropical rain belt and feeds the tropical rain belt in the Southern
Hemiis very large. On the other hand, a great deal
of net cooling
sphere of the model. The tropical rain belt in turn contakes place in the subtropics of the Northern Hemisphere
verts latentenergy into heatenergy through the condensaand in high latitudes where the heat of condensation is
tion process and exports a great deal of heat energy back
practically negligible. The latitudinal distribution of the to the Northern Hemisphere. The direction of net crossheat imbalance described here is such that the cells of equatorialtransport of total energy [(latent energy)
meridional circulation areintensified,particularlythe
(heat energy)] is northward (i.e., from the summer to the
cross-equatorial Hadley cell, as discussed in subsection 3B.
winter hemisphere). However, the magnitude of this net
transport is rather small because the transport of latent
6. MERIDIONALENERGYTRANSPORT
energyand that of heat energy have comparablemagThe latitudinal distributions of the imbalances in the
nitudes but opposite directions. I n summary, the tropical
water vapor and heat budgets in the model atmosphere,
rain belt in the Southern (summer) Hemisphere is chiefly
described in sections 4 and 5 should be compensated by
maintainedthroughthe
interhemispheric exchanges of
the meridional transports of water vapor and heat energy heat and latent energies.
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+
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According to figure 18, whichshows thelatitudinal
distributions of the ratesof precipitation and evaporation,
precipitation exceeds evaporation in middle latitudes.
That is, the model atmosphereloses water vapor in middle
latitudesandhastoimport
moisturefrom elsewhere.
Figure 26 indicates that middle latitudes receive moisture
fromlower latitudes and export great amounts
of heat
energytoward higher latitudes.
Figure 27 is presented to illustrate how this energy is
transported poleward in the modelatmosphere. I n this
figure, the northward transports of both heat and latent
energyaresubdividedintothreeparts
(i.e., transports
by meridional circulation, large-scale eddies, and subgrid
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scale mixing). According to thisfigure, the cross-equatorial
transports of both heat and latent energy are essentially
accomplished by the meridional circulation (viz, by the
3).
interhemisphericHadley
cell described insection
Inthe
model
subtropics,
the
poleward
transport
of
latent energy by the large-scale eddies is s i g d c a n t . I n
middle latitudes,the poleward transports of bothheat
and latent energy are chiefly accomplished by large-scale
eddies. For comparison, the northward transports in the
actualatmosphere, whichwere
obtained byOortand
Rasmusson (1970) for theNorthernHemisphere,are
plotted in figure 27. The features of the observed distributionarequite similar to those of the model.Finally, it
shouldbe pointed outthatthe
poleward transport of
energy by subgrid scale mixing is practically negligible.
7. STRATOSPHERICHEATBALANCE

fi

MERIDIONAL CIRCULATION

As pointed outin
subsection 3A, the zonal mean
temperature of the lower stratosphere of the model
Southern
increases with increasing latitude in the
(summer)Hemisphereand
is a t amaximum
inthe
Antarctic. In the Northern (winter) Hemisphere, it has
amaximum
value in middle latitudes. These features
of the model stratosphere are in excellent qualitative
agreementwith those of theactual atmosphere.Therefore, it seems appropriate to discuss how the temperature
distribution is maintained in the model stratosphere.
of
Figure 28 shows thelatitude-heightdistribution
heattransportbythe
large-scale eddies andindicates
thatthe large-scale eddies transportheat poleward in
the model stratosphere in both hemispheres. The comof eddy
parison between the
latitudinal
distribution
-10
transport
and
that
of
zonal
mean
temperature
in
the
4 , , , , , , I , ,
,
,
,
,
,
,
/
1
WON 80 70 40 50 40 30 20 10 0" IO 20 30 40 50 40 70 80 90"s
lower stratosphere of the model (seefig. 3) reveals that
LATINDE
heat is transported against the horizontal temperature
FIGURE
27.-Latitudinaldistributions
of the northwardtransport
gradient in most of the lower stratosphere except in the
of energy ( X 10 cal/day)bythe meridionalcirculation,largehigher latitudes of theNorthernHemisphere.Such
a
scale eddies, and subgrid scale mixing. The transportvaluesin
the actual atmosphere, estimated by Oort and Rasmusson (1970) countergradient flux of heat in the lower stratosphere
was
first
discovered
byWhite
(1954). Thiscounterfor January,
are
plotted
by
open
circles
(eddy)
and
by
triangles (meridional circulation).
gradient flux plays a key role in creating the temperature
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of the northward transport of heat by the large-scale eddies in the model atmosphere; units,
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heating in the downward-moving branch of the meridional
circulation raises the temperature and is the chief cause
of the temperature maximum a t these latitudes. In both
hemispheres of the model, the poleward eddy transport of
heat, discussed in the precedingsection,removes
heat
from lower latitudes, supplies heat to high latitudes, and
tends toincrease the temperature withincreasing latitude.
Although the effects of the meridional circulation and the
large-scale eddies tend to compensate each other, the net
contribution of these two dynamical effects is to create
the existing temperature gradient in lower
the stratosphere
of the model. On the other hand, the radiative
effect tends
to destroy the temperature gradient generated by these
two dynamical effects. The distributions of heat balance
components in the Northern Hemisphereof the model are
in excellent qualitative agreement with those obtained by
Manabe and Hunt (1968) from their 18-level model.
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

I n this study, it is shown that the global model of the
atmosphere that we have developed is capable of simulating, a t least qualitatively, some of the major features of
the hydrologic cycle and of the global climatic patterns
during January. For example, the tropical rain belt, the
middle-latitude rain belt, the areas
of large runoff rate,
\>, 'I
and major aridregions (such as the Sahara and Australian
1
, '
Deserts)are successfully simulated. The horizontal disL / ,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
,
*
+1.5
90'N 80 7 0 60 50 40 30 20 IO 0 IO 20 30 40 SO 60 70 80
tributions
of the net downward radiation and the upward
LATITUDE
fluxes of sensible and latent heat at the surface
of the model
FIGURE29.-Upper
half, mean rates of temperature change by continents are very similar to those of the corresponding
radiation,meridionalcirculation,large-scaleeddies,
and sub- quantitiesobtainedbyBudyko
(1963). The latihdinal
gridscalehorizontaldiffusion
at the 70-mb level of the model distributions of the poleward transports of heat and latent
as a function of latitude; lower half, the latitudinal distributions
energies in the model atmosphere also compare favorably
of zonal mean temperature and zonal mean vertical p velocity
with
thos,ein the actual atmosphere, as estimated by Oort
at the 70-mb level.
and Rasmusson (1970). It is noteworthy that themassive,
interhemispheric Hadley cell predominates in the model
Tropics and transports heat energy and latent energy in
distribution in the model stratosphere
of the summer as oppositedirections across the model Equator. This cell
well as of the winter hemisphere.
supplies latent energy to the tropical rainofbelt
the model
Forillustrating how theheatbalance
of the model a.nd removes the heat energy released by condensation.
stratosphere is maintained,therates
of temperature
I n the lower stratosphere of the model, except a t high
change byradiation, meridionalcirculation, large-scale northern latitudes, the temperature
increases with increaseddies, and subgrid scale eddies at the 70-mblevel are inglatitude,in
agreementwith features of theactual
shown in figure 29 as a function of latitude. (Because of stratosphere.The
effect of thecountergradientheat
interpolation error in the analysis computation, the sum
transportbythe
large-scale eddies, combinedwith the
of all contributions infig. 29 does not vanish exactly.) The effect of theadiabatictemperaturechangeduetothe
latitudinal distributions of zonal mean temperature and
meridional circulation, is responsible for this temperature
zonal mean vertical p velocity at the 70-mb level are also gradient in the summer well
as as in the winter hemisphere
added to the lower part of figure 29 for convenience in the of the model. The effects of radiative transfer tend to
discussion? I n the tropical stratosphere of the model, the destroy this temperature gradient.
adiabatic cooling inthe upward-moving branch of the
Therearevariousindicationsthatthe
global model
meridional circulation tends to lower the temperature and used for this study has a systematic bias toward
developis responsible for thetemperatureminimumthere.
I n ing excessively high pressure in polar regions. Furthermore,
middle latitudes of the Northern Hemisphere, the adiabatic
the model tendstooverpredicttherelativehumidity
near the earth'ssurface. The development of a model free
3 As pointed out in section3, the latltudinal distributionsof various quantities in the
of such biases seems to be essential for the satisfactory
model atmosphere are shifted systematically toward the Equator from their observed
keep this biasinmind when examining these results.simulation of climate.
counterparts. Therefore, one should
,
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It is suggested that the perpetual January insolation,
assumed for this study, is partly responsible for the unArctic. Anatural
realistically low temperaturesinthe
extension of this study would be a simulation of the seasonal variation of climate by a model incorporating the
effects of the seasonal variation of insolation.
One of the probable futureapplications of mathematical models of climate is intheevaluation
of the
possibility of climatic change caused by human activity.
For example, it is important to know how the increase
incarbon dioxide content in theatmosphere,resulting
from fossil fuelcombustion, affects theclimate. Since
climatic change often causes changes in oceanic temperatures, which in turn affect the climate, one cannot predict
the global change of climate by using amodel with a
given distribution of sea-surface temperatures. It is,
therefore,desirabletocombineamathematicalmodel
of theatmospherewithan
oceanmodel,such
asthe
onedeveloped byBryanand
Cox (1967), to createa
joint ocean-atmosphere model. I n such a model, the seasurface temperatures are determined as a result
of coupling
between the modelocean andthe modelatmosphere.
Recently, Manabe and Bryan (1969) constructed such a
joint model with highly idealized topography. The construction of a joint ocean-atmosphere model with realistic
topography is a next major goal of our research.

APPENDIX A4OMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUES
A. TIME INTEGRATlON

the u surfaces and a surface pressure gradient term, which
corrects the u surface geopotential gradienttooneon
constant pressure surfaces).The pressure gradient correction term is adequate for models without mountains;
butin modelswith realistic topography,thetwo-term
pressure gradientevaluationpermitslargetruncation
error and is responsible for a checkerboard pattern in the
surface-pressure field. This truncation error is markedly
reduced by use of a single pressure-gradient term,as
suggested bySangsterandSmagorinsky(Smagorinsky
et al. 1967). In the east-west direction, this single term is

Thisterm is evaluated on a. constant pressure surface
defined by a given u level a t the central grid point. This
pressure is obtained by the product of surface pressure a t
thispointandthe
given u value. Geopotentials a t all
surrounding grid points involved in the gradient computation are computed by a build-up from the surface to the
specified constant pressure surfaces. When constant pressure surfaces fall below the earth’s surface at a grid point,
geopotentialsare estimat.ed under theassumption of a
locally-representative effective temperature of air between the a = l level and the specified pressure level. A
similar form of this single-gradient term can be derived in
the north-south direction.
C. REVISED VERTICAL PRESSURE-VELOCITY

EOUATION

The original version of tmhevertical p-velocity eq (8)
generates largeirregularities in the field of vertical motion
and thereby adversely affects the temperaturefield in the
stratosphere where the static stability is very high. Such
irregularitiespropagatedownwardthroughthepressure
interaction term and generate irregularit,ies in the troposphere. The field of surface pressure p* has small-scale
patterns because of the uneventopography.Therefore,
the advection term of surface pressure on the right-hand
side of eq (8) generates intense small-scale vertical motions.
Miyakoda (1967) pointed out that this difficulty can be
avoided by use of an alternate form of the equation of w,
originally suggested by Smagorinsky (1962). This form of
the equation does not, involve the horizontal advection of
surface pressure. The new vertical p-velocity formulation
derived below was incorpora.ted into the model as soon as
this model deficiency was discovered. It mas put into the
modelbet,ween the averaging period for the hydrologic
meansand the period of averaging for the zonal wind
fields, and it was used for the entire high-resolution time
integration.
The vertical p-velocity equation is derived from the
vertical a-velocity
andthe definitions of w and a as
follows:
B. REVISED PRESSURE G R A D I E N T F O R M U L A T I O N
(42)
P=gP*
and
Equations (1) and (2) contain two terms for evaluating
dP
(43)
the pressure gradient (i.e., a derivative of geopotential on
O=dt’

The time step for the integration of the low-resolution
grid (N24) model is 400 s, and that for the high-resolution
grid (N48) is 300 s. Experimentation shows that the highresolution model remains stable with a 300-s time step as
well as with one of 200 s or half the N24 value. Therefore,
the longer timestep
is used to savecomputer
time.
For preventing the growth of a computationalmode,
the mind, temperature,humidity, and pressure fields at
three consecutive time steps are averaged once every 53
time steps by theweights 0.25, 0.5, and 0.25. After such a
smoothingtime step, onenoncentraltimeextrapolation
is performed before the normal leapfrog time integration
is restarted.
As an additional precaution, the high-resolution (N48)
model time integration is performed by a so-called “Euler
backward’’schemeproposed by Matsuno (1966) for 12
t,ime steps out o~fevery 288 or every simulation day [see
Manabeet al. ( 1 9 7 0 ~ )for furtherdetails on this system]. This procedure is done to prevent the development
of high-frequency gravity waves that tend to appear in
high-resolu tion model experiments. During thisprocedure,
the time-step length is left uncha.nged.
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Therefore,
w=p* -+a
dt dt

dP*
__

=p*a+a [?;+v*vHp*].
Equation (44) is equivalent to eq (8). In the u coordinate
system, the continuity equation may be written as
(45)

Substitutingthe surface pressure tendency of eq (45)
into eq (44), we obtain

D. SHORTCOMINGS OF THEKURIHARAGRID
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is particularly large in the polar region where the curvature
of the curvilinear coordinate (i.e., latitude circles) is at a
maximum.
Finally,Shuman (1970) showed an example of large
truncation errors arising from a finite-difference computation in a polar region. It is related to the mannerin which
wind vectors are averaged in the application
of the box
method to this grid. The vector components of the wind,
on the interfaces between pairs of boxes, are computed
as the arithmetic means of the components a t the centers
of the boxes that meet at these interfaces. This computato the slight differences in
tionisdonewithoutregard
the directions of the unit vectors, located a t the adjacent
grid points involved. This approximationused in averaging
Poles
vector components is mostinaccuratenearthe
where the directions of theunit vectors changemost
As pointed out by
rapidlyfromonebox
tothenext.
Dey (1969), thisapproximationcreates
fictitious horizontal convergence upwindof the Pole and false divergence
downwind of the Polewhenair
flows across the Pole.
The fact that
these patterns of convergence and divergence
are not centered on the Pole suggests that there is no
connection betweenthis finite-difference errorandthe
high-pressure phenomenon at the Poles.
However,despite
these finite-difference inaccuracies
we were able to time
inherent in theKuriharagrid,
integTate our model over the entire globe successfully for
several hundred simulation days. Apparently, the errors
nearthePolesarenot
serious enough to degrade the
results of the atmospheric simulation appreciably
in
middle and low latitudes, especially a t high resolution.
Onemethod for reducing the various finite-difference
errors described above is to increase the resolution of the
grid on which thecomputationsare'performed.Partly
for thisreason,the
resolution of the grid wasdoubled
andthe modelexperiment described in this paperwas
repeated. Some of theresults
of this high-resolutionmodel experiment are presented in appendix B.

The Kurihara computational grid used for the models
described in this paper was developed at GFDL to allow
the hydrodynamical equations to be integrated over the
It provides
entire globe withouthorizontalboundaries.
reasonably uniform resolution in all directions and over
the entire domain.However, the finite-difference solutions
totheequations
solved on this grid suffer fromsome
deficiencies of the grid, which we shall point out in this
subsection.
Recently,Raoand
Umscheid (1969) carried out a
series of test computations on a barotropic model solved
on the Kurihara grid system. Their results revealthat the
model tends to develop an area of high pressure around
the Pole, unless they chose averyhighcomputational
resolution. A similar bias is evident whenwe compare
results from a baroclinic model, using the Kurihara grid
APPENDIX&-SOME RESULTS
(Kurihara and Holloway 1967), with those from a similar
FROM
THEHIGH-RESOLUTIONMODEL
model, having a rectangular array of comparable grid size
Manabeet al. (1970a) demonstrated thattheresults
(Smagorinsky et al. 1965).
from a hemispheric general
circulation model are markedly
As known, finite-difference approximationscomputed
grid spacingfrom 500
on the Kurihara g i d are accurate only to the first order, improvedbyreducingthemean
whereas those computedon regular gTids have second- to 250 km. Therefore, we decided to integrate the model
This results in lowering the effective equations on a finer horizontal grid network for as many
orderaccuracy.
resolution of the Kurihara grid somewhat below that of a simulationdays as practical, considering theenormous
regular grid havingthesame
mean grid spacing. It is amount of computer time required for these high-resoluvery probable that the excessive polar High described in tion calculations. The Univac 1108 electronic computer4
24-hr
subsection 3C is partly due to the poor accuracy of the requires about 27 hr of realtimetointegratea
atmospheric simulationa t high resolution. There are9,216
computation on an irregulargrid.Thisspeculationis
grid pointsinthe
high-resolution modelwith 48 grid
substantiatedby figure 7, which indicatesasignifkant
the Poles andtheEquatorand
192
lowering of polar pressures resulting from the increase in pointsbetween
grid distances vary from 208
computational resolution. The magnitude of the pressure around the Equator. The
decrease, however, is far from sufficient. It is likely that
4 Mention of a commercial @act does not constitute an endorsement.
the truncation error of the finite-difference computation
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FIGURE30.-Time variations of (upper graph) the global and hemispheric means of the eddy kinetic energy in the N48 model experiment
and of (lower graph) the global means of temperature (solid line) and precipitable water (dashed line). The time in days is along the
abscissa.

to 325 km. Hereafter, this grid will be called N48, and the
N48 model
low-resolution grid, N24. Resultsfromthe
experiment are compared with
those of the N24 experiment
in this appendix whenever theincrease in resolution made
a significant change in the model simulations. The derivation of the high-resolution smoothed tropography is
described in appendix C.
The data fields from the N24 model a t simulation day
302 are linearly interpolated to the N48 grid as input for
the high-resolution model experiment. The N48 model is
time integrated for 70 days beyond this initialtime. Figure
30shows
thetimevariations
of the hemispheric and
global mean values of the eddy kinetic energy and the
time series of the global means of the temperature and
precipitable water during this 70-day period. Obviously,
it would have been desirable to extend the integrationfor
a longer period of time to approach moreclosely a state of
quasi-equilibrium. However, the experiment is terminated
on the70thday
because of the enormous amount of
machinetimerequired
for integratingeachsimulation
day of this high-resolution model. Various quantities,
of
shown in this appendix, representtheaveragestate
the 36 days inclusively from the 35th to the 70th model

day. Because of the great variability of precipitation and
other hydrologic quantities, it would have been desirable
to time average over a longer period. Unfortunately, the
shortage of computer time limitred the averaging period
so that the lack of a stable mean offsets some of the gain
in accuracy obtained by the high-resolution computation.
The zonal mean sealevel pressure, averaged over the
36-day period at the end of the N48 model experiment,
appears in figure 7 presented in section 3. The latitudes
andintensities of t,he pressure maxima in the northern
andsouthernsubtropicsare
significantly improvedby
the increase inthe
horizontal resolution of thefinite
differencing. The latitudes of the low-pressure minima in
middle latitudesare closer to the Poles andtothe
observed locations in the N48 results than in the pressure
distribution simulated by the N24 model experiment. I n
both hemispheres, themeanobservedminimaare
at
about 68' latitude. In the Northern Hemisphere, the N48
model simulates alowpressuretroughatabout
58ON,
whereas the N24 trough is as far south as 48"N. I n the
SouthernHemisphere, thediscrepancy is evengreater;
but again, the low-pressure trough is situated closer to
the observed location in the high-resolution-model experi-
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ment. The computed polar pressures are far above normal
in theN48modelexperiment;
but in theNorthern
Hemisphere, t.hey arc, nevertheless, considerably closer
to observed values than those of the N24 resolution
results. In summary, the increase in the horizontal computational resolution produces a polemard shift of the
sea-level pressure patterns coupled with an increase in the
amplitude of the meridional variation of pressure in middle
and low latitudes.
Figure 31 presents a map of the global distribution of
the mean sea level pressure during the 36-day averaging
period forthe N48 resolution model experiment. This
figure should
be
compared
with
themean
observed
sea-level pressure distribution and that obtained by the
N24 model, both of which are shown in figure 8.
I n the Northern Hemisphere, the increase in the horizontal resolution on the whole improves the simulation
of thecenters ,>f highand low pressure over what is
obtained a t lower resolution. For example, the pressures
a t the Pole are reduced to values much closer t,o climatic
means. The Siberian High is much better
developed in
the N48 results and is now practically detached from the
polar High. The reduction in the excessively high, north
polar pressure dec.reases the fictitiously strong pressure
of the Aleutian Low seen on the
gradient to the north
N24 map. As a result, the Aleutian Low itself is moved
northward for a closer agreement with the mean observed
sea-level pressure in thisarea.Unfortunately,the
Icelandic
Low
is
not
improved
in
the
high-resolution
integration.
The subtropical high-pressure belt in figure 31 is much
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more clearly defined in both the Northernd an Southern
Hemispheres than at the N24 resolution. I n the Southern
Hemisphere, the Lows in the middle-latitude storm belt
arelocatedfarthersouth,
in better agreement
with
observations.Furthermore,the
pressure difference between thesubtropicalHighsandthemiddle-latitude
Lows is greater. This improvement in turn improves the
simulation of the surface westerlies in high southern
latitudes.
The meanprecipitationratecomputedbythe
N48
resolution model is shown in figure 32. This figure should
be comparedwith the observedprecipitationrate
presented in the lower half of figure 12. On the whole, the
high-resolution precipitation simulations are considerably
betterthanthe
N24 computationsalthoughtheN48
results tend to be less smooth, in part, because the averaging period is half as long as that for the low-resolution
mean.
I n the
Northern
Hemisphere, the
middle-latitude
precipitation belt is simulated better
a t high resolution
than atlow. The improvement probably can be attributed
as much tothe moreaccuratetopographyastothe
generally better simulation of the dynamics of the atmosphereprovided
bythe finer computationalgrid.
The
centers of highprecipitationrate
over the oceans and
extending into the continents-are interspersed with drier
areas centered on the continents. I n agreement with the
of lowprecipitationrate,
climatic data,theseareas
computed by the N48 modelon the continents, extend
from the subtropical dry belt to the polar regions of low
precipitation. Thedry areas in Asia and in North America
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FIGURE
32.-Mean

global precipitation rates computed by the high resolution (N48) model experiment.

are wider in the N48 model results, in better agreement
with observation.
I n theTropics, therainbeltobtained
bythe highresolution model is narrower than in the N24 experiment.
Partly because of therelativelyshortaveraging
period,
some roughness appears in the rainfall patterns. The highresolution rainfall distribut,ionlacksthespur
of high
rainfall, which appears in the observed map and even in
the N24 results,extending from thecentralequatorial
Pacific toward southern South America.
I n theSouthernHemisphere,the
regions of low precipitation rate over the subtropical oceans do not extend
as f a r inland on the West Coasts of southwestern Africa
and southern South America as in the N24 experiment, in
good agreementwithobservation. This improvement in
simulation is, no doubt, attributable to the higher mountains in the high-resolution model. These taller mountains
are more effective in blocking dry air from flowing out of
the dry anticyclones, situated off the west coasts of
Africa andSouth America. As pointed out earlier,the
N48 topography is less smooth and higher, especially in
regions of narrow mountainrangessuchasthe
Andes,
than the topography used in the N24 model experiment
(see appendix C).
I n both hemispheres, thecomputedmiddle-latitude
belt,s of maximum precipitation rate areslightly more
intense and are located
a t somewhat higher latitudes in
the N48 resultsthanin
those of the low-resolution experiment.These
positions correspond more closely to
their observed latitudes and strengths. Thisimprovement
is correlated with the more realistic pressure distribution
a t these latitudes.
421-3&1%71"-3

APPENDIXC-DERIVATION

OF THESMOOTHEDTOPOGRAPHY
The topography used in tlhe N24 model experiment is
shown in figure 33. The basic data forthe mountain
heights came fromacomputer
tape produced bythe
Scripps Institution of Oceanography (Smith et al. 1966).
For the N24 grid, these Scripps data are interpolated to
the Kurihara grid and smoothed by the repeated application of the following space smoothing function:

where z,, is the raw unsmoothed height at the central grid
point, zi is t,he height at the surroundinggrid point i ,
wiis a weighting factor proport,ional to the length of the
interface between the box i andthecentral
box (norof the weights equal to
malized so as to make the sum
one-half), and
is theresultingsmoothedheight.
The
summation is over all N surrounding contiguous boxes in
the grid.
Three applications of this smoothing function give the
desired degree of smoothing. It is, of course, necessary to
smooth the topography until the scale of variations in land
height matches the resolution of the grid. The Scripps data
containocean-bottomtopography
as negativevalues in
addition to positive land-height values. All data are used ;
and when anegativesmoothedheightresults
a t agrid
point which had been above sea level in the input data,
the original shoreline is restored (i.e., the height is redefined as a positive 1 m).

z
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The topography for the high resolution (N48) model is computed. The weighting function is a two-dimensional
derivedslightly differently from that for the N24 grid. normal curve truncated a t a radius of 200 km, at which
The interpolationandsmoothingareperformedinone
distance the weight is 13.5 percent of that at the origin.
operation by weighting data on the Scripps grid network The computation of a typical smoothed height
involves
(in most areas spa.ced every degree of latitude and longi- an average of about 12 Scripps data points. The restoratude) by a function of the great circle distance from the tion of the continental shorelines after smoothing is done
location of the Scripps data to the particular Kurihara
by a method similar to that used for the N24 grid (i.e.,
grid point for which the smoothed terrain height is being the land or sea status of a grid point is determined by the
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